Fill in the blanks.

1. I asked what __________________________ doing there.
   - was he
   - he was
   Either could be used here

2. Nobody knows when __________________________ arrive.
   - will she
   - she will

3. I wonder where __________________________ gone.
   - has she
   - she has
4. I can’t figure out what ………………………… do next.

should I

I should

5. She did not show how annoyed ……………………………….

was she

she was

6. I don’t know ……………………….. it.

to do

how to do

Either could be used here
7. I will show you .................. it.

- to operate
- how to operate

Either could be used here

8. My mother taught me ....................... chess.

- to play
- how to play

Either could be used here

9. I heard my name .........................

- called
- calling
10. You should get that tooth ………………………

- extracting
- extracted

11. They made the boy ……………………… well.

- behave
- to behave
- behaving

12. Let me ……………………… now.

- go
- to go
- going
General Grammar Exercise

Answers
1. I asked what he was doing there.
2. Nobody knows when she will arrive.
3. I wonder where she has gone.
4. I can’t figure out what I should do next.
5. She did not show how annoyed she was.
6. I don’t know how to do it.
7. I will show you how to operate it.
8. My mother taught me how to play chess.
9. I heard my name called.
10. You should get that tooth extracted.
11. They made the boy behave well.
12. Let me go now.